Jen D: I filed suit against my former employer in April. Took them until August to make a decision and I got my check
LAST WEEK
Jen D: My mother would have had a litter if she had the option
MamaCat: She once was telling me how no one should ever have any fertility treatment. I had to shut her up since that’s
how we got one of ours.
Jen D: she had her kids with the intention of being single
MamaCat: Thats different.
MamaCat: Wow, that is a while.
Jen D: My mother was 19 when I was born….and my father was 16
Jen D: I lived with Grandma most of my childhood
MamaCat: Oh, wow.
Jen D: THANK GOD
ManicNarcissism: wow, that is different Jen – mine was opposite, mom was 16 and dad was 18
Jen D: They got married when she was months pregnant with my brother. I was 2
Jen D: Then she got pregnant with my sister while my father was in jail
MamaCat: How long did it last?
ManicNarcissism: mine was married before – my mom was married at 15 – how screwed up is that?
Jen D: they got divorced when I was 6
MamaCat: Very.
Jen D: that is messed up
ManicNarcissism: yeah, they were divorced when I was 3
Jen D: My mother was with some guy for like…a night? Got pregnant with my sister
ManicNarcissism: and she remarried at 19 and has been married to him for 31 years
MamaCat: At least that is good.
ManicNarcissism: yeah
MamaCat: Time for me to pick peppers.
MamaCat: Let’s see how many I can get.
Jen D: and when I had my daughter …the guy was at the hospital with his girlfirend…they had a baby the same day
ManicNarcissism: i keep trying to get to farmin
Jen D: so the baby was my sisters BROTHER
Jen D: but my sister never knew about the guy
MamaCat: These are real ones.
Jen D: My daughter was in the kids class….
ManicNarcissism: yeah, my family is screwy, my daughter is 2 years younger than my youngest sister and my mom’s half
sister is younger than me – wackadoodle!
ManicNarcissism: Yeah for an extra hour
Jen D: that is confusing
Jen D: My dad got remarried to a girl MY AGE
Jen D: I have a little sister and brother that are younger than my kids
ManicNarcissism: doesn’t it stink that by the time your parents get old you feel old too? my mom turned 50 this year and I
was so excited that she was finally OLD
Jen D: lol. My mother is 60
ManicNarcissism: and I just remembered today that when I got married my mother was my age – that is scary
Jen D: and she has been “old” forever. She has so much “sickness” that she has been old since could remember
ManicNarcissism: awww
Jen D: she is not as sick as she puts on…..
MamaCat: Beware calling 50 old.
Jen D: but regardless…
ManicNarcissism: i don’t think it is, that was my point

